Mikogo World Cup Football Fever Competition
Terms and Conditions
1) The competition is organized by BeamYourScreen GmbH (http://www.BeamYourScreen.com), the
company and owner of the Mikogo product and trademark.
2) Contestants may enter the competition by using their own Facebook (http://www.facebook.com)
account to “tag” themselves in one of several competition images uploaded by BeamYourScreen
GmbH to the Mikogo Facebook page.
3) Contestants can only tag themselves in one of the images used for the competition. If
BeamYourScreen finds that any given contestant has tagged themselves multiple times to increase
their chances of winning, BeamYourScreen reserves the right to remove the most recent tags.
4) Contestants are permitted to tag themselves in the Mikogo competition images up until 30th June
2010. After this date, BeamYourScreen will not accept new tags in order to avoid contestants
submitting last minute tags as the World Cup approaches the final tournament matches.
5) BeamYourScreen GmbH reserves the right to :
a. Disqualify contestants who attempt to cheat by tagging themselves in multiple images
used in the competition. Please refer to 3) above.
b. Disqualify contestants who are misusing the Mikogo name or logo in a way that could cause
harm to the Mikogo brand name.
c. Remove a tag if it was made after 30th June 2010.
6) By tagging themselves in one of the Mikogo competition images, contestants will be entered in a
chance to win the prize of an Apple® iPad™ 16GB WiFi. The prize cannot be exchanged,
transferred or redeemed for cash.
7) The winner will be a contestant who has tagged themselves on the flag of the winning country of
the football World Cup. As this is likely to be multiple people, all those who have tagged
themselves on the flag of the winning country will enter a lucky draw to determine the winner.
The lucky draw will take place using a Random Number Generator on http://www.random.org
8) The winner will be announced on the 12th July 2010 on Mikogo’s Facebook page
(http://www.facebook.com/pages/Mikogo/29444310403), one day after the final of the football
World Cup.

Apple® and iPad™ is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

